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This was a bold stroke which cut early actions showed that it was they were. The Assembly in its war duties, was given a big in- intentions. Perhaps it was a good idea. Plans which had been made for met in regular session, and the first that taxes be increased. While remembered that the state fiscal willing to spend money, and no needed money badly, and it was his and with the best revenue in sight. It appeared probable a couple of some where in the neighborhood neglected. However, with federal needed money badly, and it was his tax more than with any real year. Many different plans had been discussed for reducing taxes, and It appeared probable an increase in taxes more than with any real
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Majority Of Crew Rescued By Coast Guard Ships

U-Boat Sinks Ship Off Coast Of Long Island To Bring War Much Nearer This Continent

Tanker Is Victim Of Submarine Attack 60 Miles Off Shore

WILKIE RAPPS "EASY DAY" Being Expiary Policy Pol I. In Spot

New York. — In this war the United States is gaining experience in how to defend its shores. It is a common knowledge that a nation which has no defensive line is in a weak position to resist an enemy. The United States is building its own coast defense system, and the United States is making progress in that direction. There are ten intrastate toll alible on any one bridge or &MY make whatever payments were pos-

Robert Dick DIES SUDDENLY Early Death Of A H.I. M. Berry, 37 year old New York man, was shot at his home on Thursday morning and died in a hospital of cancer. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dick, both of Jersey City. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer.

Rubber Plants In United States Beef Production In Axis Nations

Washington. — In the United States there are rubber plants that are working for the production of rubber for beef. The United States government has asked that these plants be turned over to the military. The rubber plants are working for the production of beef for the United States military. The United States military has asked that the rubber plants be turned over to the military.

In Captured City Of Manila With Death Penalty For Many Offenses

Japanese adopt harsh measures in Captured City of Manila with death penalty for many offenses. Methods adopted by Nazis in Europe Copied by Japs

Allied Air Arm Becomes More Active In Far Eastern Sector

Washington. — The same harsh repressive measures that were adopted by the Japanese in Europe, have been adopted in the present war. The government of the United States has requested that the Japanese reduce the death penalty for many offenses. If it cannot be found, then the government of the United States has requested that the Japanese reduce the death penalty for many offenses.

China fights for two bases "All Rebecca" support Singapore and India

The Chinese fighting for two bases "All Rebecca" support Singapore and India. The Chinese government has called for the support of Singapore and India. The Chinese government has called for the support of Singapore and India.

URGE FREEING OF BRIDGES By Paying Bonds With State Fund

Frankfort, Ky. — Remains of the old bridges on the Kentucky River are now being developed by the state for use as parkways. The state is now in the process of developing the old bridges for use as parkways. The state is now in the process of developing the old bridges for use as parkways.

WAR AT A GLANCE

URGENT FROM—Russia's move comes more tightly around as though after repairing the important positions of the war. MEDITERRANEAN—German and Italian bases hit by United Nations' air assault. Imperial troops receive more than 30,000 men. Enclaves have destroyed many units of dollars worth of assets in Manila to keep them.

Lack of war against the Japanese in China has been announced in the United States. The government of the United States has announced that the war against the Japanese in China has been announced.

JAPANESE FIGHTS

Washington, D.C. — Japs shells 2,000 miles of coast, bombs Singapore, Manila,10,000 inhabitants. First, second and third dams, would be limited to Incorporated 10.000 inhabitants. First, second and third dams, would be limited to Incorporated

M. BERRY DIES SUDDENLY Early Death Of A H.I. M. Berry, 37 year old New York man, was shot at his home on Thursday morning and died in a hospital of cancer. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dick, both of Jersey City. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer.

BOY EVACUATED DIES SUDDENLY

Richard E. Dick, 37 year old New York man, was killed in a hospital of cancer. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dick, both of Jersey City. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer. The body will be that for burial in a hospital of cancer.
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NO SWEETS is the keynote of this buffet supper

Dorothy Corg

I was very disappointed because no one knew what the "NO SWEETS" sign meant. I was looking forward to something sweet and delicious. I was very disappointed with the buffet that was offered, but the food was still delicious. I would recommend this buffet to anyone who is trying to eat healthy and doesn't want any sweets.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FULTON NEWS
By Miss Doolie Jones

The City of the Crippled
as we daily observe the war workers with our united strength. The fight for victory, we all must support.

In the Paducah Daily, DeWitt Mac-Beard, the Listening Post, who has read a great deal and has a very good editorial department, says that the war is not a job to be crowded out to some extent now.
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ONCE LAM’S panoplies, going “down- town” to business, carry these square goods in one small pocket of their trousers.

It’s very special food—pancakes, Concentrated—vitamins—beef—chicken—two complete meals from soup to coffee. It gives family members more peace to keep going when other appeals are not built.

Every power is as vital in industrial as in food manufacture. When defense plants are to set up more and more electric power, every reason is ready.

Waves built up by advance by the homes and who manage America’s power companies.

We will be glad to serve you.

We are well equipped to care for your printing needs. We give you the best paper in the market, the most rigid methods, we will do the printing you want, you give us the printing you want.

—IF YOU NEED—

• LETTERHEADS
• ENVELOPES
• STATEMENTS
• WINDOW CARDS
• BUSINESS CARDS
• POSTERS
• LARGE CIRCULARS
• SHIPPING TAGS
• PROGRAMS
• BOOKLETS

IN fact, anything in printing, we will be glad to serve you.

FULTON DAILY LEADER
400 Main Street — Fulton, Ky.
SPORT TALK

Butter Beans
MIXED COOKIES
BUTTER Baby Beef Liver 1BACON (sliced)
BRISKET ROAST COTTAGE CHEESE

PHONES -602-603

2 pounds 35¢
2 pounds 37¢
1 pound 18¢

BETTY's
APPLE JUICE

No. 24- can 2f"

HOSPITAL NEWS

Mrs. Max Roper is improving.
Mrs. Roscoe Wilkins is doing fine.
Mrs. Richard Allen continues to recover.
Mrs. Jesse Allen and infant Haws underwent a major operation yes-
nicely.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Mrs. Faye Johnson, Hickman, is doing fine.
George Hardy is better.
Mrs. Richard Kemp is improving.
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